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Openstax american government study guide

(Comparative political slides are here) Held in the order of chapters in the American Government (OpenStax), 2017-18 syllabus Chapter 1: Participation of American Government and Citizens (2-page printable PDF per sheet) Chapter 2: Constitution (2 printed PDF pages per sheet) Chapter 3: Federation (2 printable PDF
pages per sheet) Chapter 4: Civil Liberties (2 printed PDFs per sheet) Chapter 5: Civil Rights (2 printable PDF pages per sheet) Chapter 6: Public Comments (2 printable PDFs per sheet) Chapter 8: Media (2 pages of printable PDF per sheet) Chapter 7: Voting and Elections (2 printed PDFs per sheet) Chapter 9: Political
Parties (2 printed PDFs per sheet) Chapter 10: Interest groups (2 printable PDF pages per sheet) Chapter 11: Congress (2 printed PDFs per sheet) Chapter 12: Presidential Parties (2 printed PDFs per sheet) Chapter 13: Judiciary/ Court (2 printed PDF pages per sheet) Lesson 15: Bureaucracy (two printable PDFs per
sheet) Using slides, you'll need one of the following browsers to view these slides with subtitles: Subtitles start on the second slide Useful shortcuts: Next slide: Cursor to right or space (if the sound is playing, you'll need to pause). Jump around the slide: Press Escape. Press Enter to zoom to the slide. Show in full
screen: Press 'F' link to steal these slides (save the following for teachers or other teachers who want to use these slides in their course). These slides are not linked to specific textbooks, but there are bits and pieces from various texts based on my experience of teaching the American government since 2000, changing
the order to fit the presentation sequence you want should not be a problem. The only real hypothesis is that the Constitution and the Federation are against the beginning of the semester and public policy at the end (I've never seen a book that isn't structured like that, so it may not be a real problem in practice). As
mentioned at the end of each slide, these slides are allowed under the creative commons attribution/share license alike. Anyone can freely use, distribute, and modify slides per license. A copy of the data source for these slides is hosted by Github, so I guess you'll want to rescord it yourself. I recommend high-quality
USB microphones such as Blue Yeti, Blue Nessie or Samson Go Mic, I record audio using Yeti and Go Mic with guts, although many other recording software should work equally well. Presentation frame: .js by Hakim El Hattab, a local hack to sync audio with narration: subtitles .js (subtitle links to different parts of the
slide), then the audio is converted to an Ogg Opus file using the opus tool with low quality MP3 converted using LAME for Ogg Opus playback is much better and the file size is smaller, but not widely supported in mobile browsers. Want to reference, share, or edit this book? This book is a Creative Commons Attribution
License 4.0, and you must attribute OpenStax to attribution information, if you publish this book in whole or in print form, you must include it in all the following physical attribution pages: free access to If you are distributing this book in whole or in digital form, you must include it in every digital page view with the following
attribution: access the reference information free © September 2020 OpenStax. The OpenStax logo, OpenStax book cover, OpenStax CNX name and OpenStax CNX logo are not subject to a Creative Commons license and may not be reproduced without the prior and express written consent of Rice University. Page 2
1. What products do I have that do not pay directly? Public goods, public goods, general public goods, goods, tolls. 2. Which elite group of people has political power? What is the difference between representative democracy and direct democracy? Special interest groups make politicians, government policies long-held,
favored by poor voters, and people of color should not be allowed to vote for wealthy, politically competent people controlling government, and governments have no interest in meeting the needs of ordinary people. 6. According to the plural theory of government_ __ The government does what most voters want to do,
the government's policy is born out of the competition between groups with different goals and interests of ordinary people who act on their own, have a huge influence on the wealthy of the government, decide what the government's policy will be like, and politicians do not care to be the favorite of others. The
government pleases environmental activists by preserving public lands, but also please ranchers by allowing them to lease public land for grazing purposes. The government pleased environmental activists by reintroducing wolves to Yellowstone National Park, but angered ranchers by putting their cows in danger. The
government pleases oil companies by allowing them to drill land designated for conservation purposes, but allows environmental activist groups to protest drilling. A group that represents a variety of All interests are allowed to protest outside Congress and the White House. 8. Supporting the actions of the Democratic
Party simply because one identifies itself as a member of the party is an example of __ passive partisanship ideology setting social capital 9. 11. What political activities can people take part in activities other than running for office? Want to reference, share, or edit this book? This book is a Creative Commons Attribution
License 4.0, and you must attribute OpenStax to attribution information, if you publish this book in whole or in print form, you must include it in all the following physical attribution pages: free access to If you are distributing this book in whole or in digital form, you must include it in every digital page view with the following
attribution: access the reference information free © September 2020 OpenStax. The OpenStax logo, OpenStax book cover, OpenStax CNX name and OpenStax CNX logo are not subject to a Creative Commons license and may not be reproduced without the prior and express written consent of Rice University. Page 2
wants to reference, share, or modify this book? This book is a Creative Commons Attribution License 4.0, and you must attribute OpenStax to attribution information, if you publish this book in whole or in print form, you must include it in all the following physical attribution pages: free access to If you are distributing this
book in whole or in digital form, you must include it in every digital page view with the following attribution: access the reference information free © September 2020 OpenStax. The OpenStax logo, OpenStax book cover, OpenStax CNX name and OpenStax CNX logo are not subject to a Creative Commons license and
may not be reproduced without the prior and express written consent of Rice University. Want to reference, share, or edit this book? This book is a Creative Commons Attribution License 4.0 and you must attribute OpenStax to attribution information if you are. If you are distributing this book entirely or in part digitally,
then you must include it in every digital page, see the following source: access reference data © September 2020 OpenStax Textbook content produced by OpenStax licensed under creative commons 4.0 attribution license, OpenStax Name, The OpenStax logo, OpenStax book cover, OpenStax CNX name and
OpenStax CNX logo are not subject to a Creative Commons license and may not be reproduced without the prior and express written consent of Rice University. A group of African-American students believes that the college admissions tests used by public universities discriminate against them. What legal standards will
the courts use to decide their cases? Basic testing, rational, rigorous inspection, strict inspection, equal protection. 2. Equal protection stipulated as part of the Constitution as a result of _ affirmative action of the Fourteenth Amendment strict review 3. The law that treats men differs from women committed by governors,
states that treat Asian Americans differently from other citizens. Laws that treat whites are different from other citizens. What is the difference between civil rights and civil liberties? The Supreme Court's ruling that segregation but equality is unconstitutional and allows racial segregation to occur is ___ Brown v. Brown.
The Selma-to-Montgomery march in 1965 was a major milestone in the civil rights movement because, as ___ clearly shows, black civil rights resistance in the Deep South did not find any violent resistance that led to the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as the first major protest after the death of Martin Luther
King, Jr. 7. 8. S what you want to do At the world's first women's rights conference in 1848, the most offensive issue proved to be __ a. Right to Education for Women B. Suffrage for Women C. Career Access for Women NAWSA differs from the NWP how NAWSA works to win votes for women by state by state while the
NWP wants an amendment to the Constitution. Attracting mostly middle-class women, while the NWP appeals to the working class, the NWP advocates more confrontation. As well as protests and pickling while NAWSA circulated petitions and politicians lobbied the NWP to try to deny African Americans votes, but
NAWSA wanted to enfranchise all women. The doctrine that people at work need skills Therefore, the equal wage stipulated in the equal wage stipulated in the __glass ceiling compensates significantly as the affirmative action. 11. The Path of Tears is the name given to the removal of this tribe from Georgia to
Oklahoma. AIM is __ a federal program that returns control of Native American education to tribal governments, a radical group of Native American activists who occupy knee-injury settlements in pine ridge reservations, trying to reduce the size of federal reservations to give money to Native American tribes to help their
members open small businesses to hire tribal members. 13. Briefly explain the similarities and differences between the experiences of Native Americans and Native Hawaiians. Mexican American farm workers in California held a ___ event to demand higher wages from their employers. One of the following best explains
attitudes towards Asian immigrants in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? Asian immigrants are quickly welcomed to the United States and financially successful. Asian immigrants don't like whites who are afraid of competing for jobs and many of Congress's actions try. Limited Immigration and
naturalization of Asian people Whites are afraid of Asian immigrants because Japanese Americans and Chinese are often disloyal to the U.S. government. Asian immigrants get along well with white supremacists, but not mexican Americans or African Americans. Why does it take so long for a civil rights movement eager
to start in the LGBT community?
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